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Abstract—With the expanding load on healthcare and con-
sequent strain on budget, the demand for tools to increase
efficiency in treatments is rising. The use of prediction models
throughout the treatment to identify risk factors might be a
solution. In this paper we present a novel implementation of
a prediction tool and the first use of a dynamic predictor
in vocational rehabilitation practice. The tool is periodically
updated and improved with Genetic Improvement of software.
The predictor has been in use for 10 months and is evaluated
on predictions made during that time by comparing them with
actual treatment outcome. The results show that the predic-
tions have been consistently accurate throughout the patients’
treatment. After approximately 3 week learning phase, the
predictor classified patients with 100% accuracy and precision
on previously unseen data. The predictor is currently being
successfully used in a complex live system where specialists
have used it to make informed decisions.
Keywords-Prediction Models, Healthcare, Dynamic Planing,
Machine Learning, Vocational Rehabilitation, Genetic Im-
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I. INTRODUCTION
Computational Intelligence (CI) for eHealth [1] includes
Machine Learning for pattern recognition in patient data [2],
[3], Image Processing algorithms for diagnosis [4] and
monitoring [5], and epidemiology analysis [6], [7]. The use
of predictive models has been of particular interest to the
healthcare industry [8]. Specifically since sufficient quantity
of documentation has been stored digitally to form such
quantities to be considered “Big Data” [9], [10]. Tradi-
tionally the use has been limited to predicting outcomes
before treatment begins, to help with treatment selection
or determine the risks versus benefits [11]–[13]. Prior to
this work, predictive models have not been used to guide
treatment when it is already in progress. Progress in CI and
automatic algorithm design [14] has created the potential
for using predictive models continually, not only at the
beginning of a treatment or to select one, but to make
dynamic decisions throughout. The use of predictive models
in healthcare serves mainly two goals:
• Increasing the likelihood of successful treatment
• Reducing overall cost of treatments
As individual goals, the former is arguably more important
since it affects health and quality of life. The latter has
multifaceted effects on society. However, they are closely
intertwined since a successful treatment reduces the risk
of relapse. This results in lower future financial burden on
healthcare and means being able to effectively prioritize
treatments without the loss of service [10]. Being able to
adjust treatment that has already begun would contribute to
achieving both goals. It would help with guidance towards
a successful outcome by providing objective insight into the
patients needs and situation, without the risk of ”Diagnostic
overshadowing” [15]. This is specifically important when
the patients suffer from multiple difficulties, both mental,
and physical.
This paper presents a novel implementation of a CI
predictive tool. The tool dynamically maintains a predictive
model and specialises it, in situ, to a single facility with
the most up to date information. The implementation is in
use by Janus Rehabilitation (JR), Reykjavik. It has been in
constant testing in a busy and complicated treatment facility
since June 2016. The predictor is currently an add-on feature
on Janus Manager (JM), a bespoke software for a vocational
rehabilitation centre, developed and maintained by JR [16],
[17].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II gives a brief overview of related work, Section III
describes the implementation of the prediction method,
Section IV details how the method has been used in JR
and the data it is used on, and finally, Sections V and VI
discuss the evaluation of the use case in a practical setting.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The term eHealth covers a vast literature [1] where Google
Scholar search returns over 70K results. It has various
sub-fields of healthcare and health related research which
all combine technology and information with the goal of
assisting or treating people. The focus of this paper is the
use of CI in healthcare as increasingly more hospitals and
institutions convert from paper administration systems to
digitally stored records. Searching through electronic med-
ical records is less time consuming than doing it manually
[9], [10]. In addition, the search does not only involve
looking up specific details of a single patient, but searching
for general patterns [18], [19]. Although humans can identify
patterns in data, the vast amount of heterogeneous and often
unstructured data involved in medical records [20] will make
Figure 1. A flow chart showing the prediction and update process while a single patient receives treatment. The patient attends their treatment schedule
and provides data. The specialist records the information, reviews predictions, and plans the treatment jointly with the patient. The predictor processes the
data, makes predictions and visualises them. Lastly, the Genetic Improvement updates the predictor when the patient finishes.
this more difficult. For that we need predictive models and
Machine Learning algorithms [21] to identify these patterns
and help us draw inferences. Predictive models have been
prevalent in healthcare research for some time and partic-
ularly after advances in genome mapping [8], [22], [23].
Examples of successful use of models include predicting
outcomes of vocational rehabilitation in patients with brain
tumours [11], planning home care rehabilitation [12], and
predicting depression treatment outcome [13].
Rehabilitation plays a large part in healthcare and is often
a complicated process. Many factors affect both the outcome
and its length [24] but current advances in CI could be
applied to related problems. Furthermore, there are no exam-
ples of predictive models that dynamically adapt themselves
during the rehabilitation process. This paper seeks to bridge
that gap by discussing a successful implementation of such
a model in practice.
The underlying predictive models in our software for
classification are based on Random Forest classifiers [25],
an ensemble method of tree predictors which has also
been used to diagnose chronic kidney disease [4]. Other
models include: Bayesian Interpolation [26], Support Vector
Machines regression [27], and Neural Networks [28].
The model is periodically updated with new information
and improved with Genetic Improvement (GI) of soft-
ware [29] procedure. GI is an emerging field from Search
Based Software Engineering [30] which uses computa-
tional search to improve existing software. Such as fixing
bugs [16], [17], [31], [32], and reducing execution time [33].
Typically, GI uses Genetic Programming [34] as the search
method but other search methods can be used.
III. JANUS REHABILITATION AND THE PREDICTOR
JR was established in 2000 and is one of the largest voca-
tional rehabilitation centres in Iceland [24], [35]. It employs
around 40 specialists that work in multiple interdisciplinary
teams. Each treatment plan is individually tailored by the
specialists in cooperation with the patient and periodically
reviewed and updated. There are three main reasons to
end treatment: a) Patient has begun work or education, b)
JR’s has exhausted its options for treatment, or c) Patient
decides to end the treatment prematurely with or without
notification. JR has no control over c other than trying to
identify warning signs and intervene whenever possible. For
a and b, each team and their patient share the responsibility
for deciding when treatment has ended and planning follow-
up measures. JR has a large database of earlier patients that
has gradually been building up. In less than a year nearly
400 new instances from 73 patients have been added to the
database which already contained over 4300 instances at the
start. Each event in a patient’s prediction history counts as
one instance. Each instance currently has 180 features of 4
data types as listed in Table I. The features describe each
patient’s circumstances: physical, psychological, personal,
and sociological. The data processing is generic enough to
allow JR to add features whenever they decide to collect
new information about patients.
Since June 2016 JR has used the predictor and suc-
cessfully confirmed it as a viable tool. It differs from the
traditionally off-line predictors by updating its rules on-
line whenever new data is recorded. JR has developed a
predictive model which the rehabilitation specialists use to
inform decisions at every stage of the rehabilitation process.
Figure 1 shows a flow chart of a consultation between
a specialist and patient while the predictor operates and
is updated in the background. When the patient enters
the treatment, the specialist records the information to the
database which initiates the predictor. Three predictions are
made and stored, based on the entered data:
• Likelihood of successful rehabilitation
• Drop out probability
• Treatment length, in months
The first two are made with classification, while the last is
made with regression. The specialist can then review the
patient’s status with this new perspective and plan the next
steps. Additionally, the predictor lists the ten most influential
features for each prediction to help identify risk factors that
affect the outcome and length. These risk factors vary be-
tween patients, because each has their unique circumstances.
This cycle is repeated, every time new information is
recorded and as long as the treatment lasts. When patients
finish treatment, all the collected data regarding them is
anonymized and added to the database. The current version
of the predictor is then evaluated by comparing all its
previously stored predictions about them with the actual
outcome.
The bottom layer of Figure 1 is the GI procedure which
updates the predictor with the new data. Its implementation
has been described previously [16], [17], [32], [33]. In
short, it evolves a population of edits that represent small
changes to a program. An edit can change the source code
by either: Deleting, replacing, copying, or swapping code
segments. In this work the targeted software is a Python
script that pre-processes the data, and selects a prediction
algorithm from scikit learn [36] and tunes its parameters.
The objective of the improvement process is to minimise
the mean squared error of regression models and maximise
accuracy of classification models. The GI uses Monte Carlo
cross-validation [37], with 20 repetitions, to evaluate fitness.
The dataset is randomly divided into training and testing sets
of equal sizes. The fitness of each edit list is then the average
performance over 20 splits.
When the GI has finished, the best performing variation,
out of 2000 tested, replaces the current predictor instance
which fits three models, one for each of the three predicted
variables. They are then used for all predictions until the
next person leaves treatment and the updating process starts
again.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE PREDICTOR
JM has been in use since March 2016 and the predictor
was added in June 2016. For JR, the most important evalu-
ation of the predictor is how its specialists experience it in
practice.
However, we also verify the predictor objectively by eval-
uating its performance on those patients that have completed
their treatment after it was implemented. The procedure
involves iterating over 73 versions of the predictor from
Table I
DATA TYPES OF FEATURES IN THE SET, NUMBER AND EXAMPLES.
Data type Amount Examples
Float 120 Age, Length of unemployment,
Quality of Life measurement
Current treatment duration
Integer 18 Number of children,
Number of medical diagnoses
Boolean 37 Bullied, Dyslexic,
Been JR patient before
Categorical 5 Education, Income,
Gender, Housing,
Relationship status
June 2016 until March 2017 and compare each version’s
predictions with actual outcome. For the classification prob-
lems, we measure accuracy ( cn ) and precision (
p
n ), where n
is the number of predictions, c is the number of correctly
labelled predictions, and p is the number of correctly labelled
predictions of the positive class. Accuracy is the proportion
of correct labels while precision is the proportion of correct
positive labels. For the regression problems, predictions
(denoted with Yˆ ), and true labels (Y ), we measure mean
squared error (MSE) (1)
MSE =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(Yˆi − Yi)2 (1)
and median absolute deviation (MAD) (2)
MAD = med(|Yi −med(Y )|) ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ..., n] (2)
The MAD is a robust variation measurement while the MSE
is a well know measure of spread. Additionally, to evaluate
how the GI is affecting performance of the predictor we
compare these values before and after each improvement
process.
V. RESULTS FOR THE PREDICTOR
A. The Practical use of the predictor
JR’s specialists have expressed that being able to identify
important factors of the patient’s current status is particularly
helpful, along with the graph of previous predictions. It has
been used as a visual aid by demonstrating an increased
likelihood of a positive outcome, and also to encourage the
patient when they cannot perceive progression themselves.
Some specialists have also used it to expedite appointments
with their patient when the predictor shows increased drop
out probability. However, to be able to verify if the use of the
predictor has decreased the number of drop outs or shortened
rehabilitation length we need to collect data over a longer
period. There are a number of seasonal variables that might
have confounding effects, such as seasonal affective disorder.
B. Results for classification problems
The predictor did well on two classification tasks; if treat-
ment will be successful, and if a patient will drop out. The
Figure 2. Precision and accuracy of predictions for dropping out and
successful treatment over the trial period.
predictions for dropping out had over 99% accuracy from
the start, and after August 2016, the accuracy was 100%.
Its precision started at 85% but increased to 100% within
2 weeks (see Figure 2). Similarly, predicting a successful
treatment was also at 100% accuracy and precision in week
two after the release of the first version of the predictor.
C. Results for regression problems
The regression models were able to predict treatment
length within three months from the actual duration. A three
month difference is an acceptable estimation because in
practice this is a lead-in time. Two predictor versions out of
total 73 had an error of up to five months. Those versions
were updated within a week of being activated and had no
measurable effect on therapy length of prevailing patients.
Figures 3 and 4 show the performance, as measured post hoc,
of number of different models for every two weeks over the
period, June 2016–March 2017. The boxes in the figures
are the first and third quartiles, the blue line are the best
performing models, and the green line is the performance
of the models that were in use each time. Note that the
performance of the model in use was always better than
the mean and median performing model. Furthermore, the
variation in the performance of the models gets increasingly
larger when adding more data to the training set. It is
possibly linked to the variation of treatment length as seen
in Figure 5.
D. Genetic Improvement
The GI was used to improve the selection and tuning
of both classification and regression models. The GI could
not improve beyond maximum regarding the classification
accuracy as seen in Figure 2 and the variation of the
accuracy between different versions of the predictor was less
than 1 × 10−5. However, the regression models were quite
different as mentioned in Section V-C. In Figure 3 and 4 we
can see performance spread of the top performing version
of each generation from the GI. The green lines indicate the
performance of the best version on the test set after correct
Figure 3. Distribution of post hoc evaluation of MAD for every two weeks
of updated models for treatment length. Both mean (diamond) and median
(triangle) are marked with each box.
Figure 4. Distribution of post hoc evaluation of MSE for every two weeks
of updated models for treatment length. Here, converted to Root Mean
Squared Error for scaling on y-axis. Both mean (diamond) and median
(triangle) are marked with each box.
results were known. The GI managed to keep predictions
mostly within three months from the actual length, causing
the overall performance of the predictor to be more than
adequate.
VI. CONCLUSION
The performance of the predictor, presented here, was
outstanding, with almost 100% accuracy and precision in
classification predictions over a 10 month period. Addition-
ally, it has consistently predicted treatment length within
satisfactory margin for a vocational rehabilitation.
The predictor was developed to meet the demand for
an objective view of each patient’s status while receiving
treatment. To the authors’ best knowledge, JR is the first
facility to use a predictor, designed for that purpose in
practice. JR’s specialists have integrated the use of the
predictor into their daily routine to get a clear view of the
progress of each patient, at every stage of their treatment.
With the increasing number of patients in treatment, the
predictor helps by identifying possible risk factors. It assists
the specialist to know where and when to intervene, possibly
shortening the treatment time. They have used the predictor
in various ways, discussing progress or the lack there of
Figure 5. The distribution of treatment length for the 73 patients that
finished treatment during the ten month period.
with the patient, to encourage or recognise what might be
interfering with the treatment. Some specialist have used the
predictor at the start of the rehabilitation to focus efforts on
specific areas in the patient’s circumstances.
The predictor’s first 10 months in use have been evaluated
by comparing the initial predictions for patients that were
receiving treatment with actual outcomes and treatment
lengths after they finished. The results for classifying a pa-
tient’s treatment as drop out, unsuccessful or successful were
more than satisfactory according to experts in rehabilitation,
with near 100% accuracy.
The graph in Figure 5 shows us that the treatment time
can vary from 2 months to 47 and that is a possible culprit
for the large variation in treatment time predictions for
JR’s patients. However, the GI was consistently able to
find versions of the predictor that had decent performance.
Overall the predictions for treatment length where within 2
to 3 months from what actually occurred. The combination
of GI and prediction models has proven to be beneficial for
the vocational rehabilitation treatment.
The predictor is still in use and continually evolving with
the expanding dataset, providing dynamic predictions for the
specialists. With current progress in software and hardware
development it is well worth exploring automatic adjust-
ments of predictive models. Automatic algorithm design [38]
and GI are two of many methodologies to make portable CI
tools for healthcare, rather than depending on predefined
models that might work well for the general population but
not in specific treatments or facilities. In other words, GI
can adapt the predictor to the specific data and patients at a
given facility. Therefore the predictor was able to perform
so well for JR, it was specialised to their database, which
contains a narrow population. The predictor is a valuable
asset for specialists, patients, and the facility as a whole.
The predictor needs to be adapt to each treatment facility and
database, and this can be achieved with GI. This predictor
can reduce cost and identify possible risk factors, helping
specialists to intervene earlier.
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